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Consider the total picture

Canadian ERV wheel retrofit and specification must consider RER, frosting and maintenance.
BY LEN KOBYLUS
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equal diameter at an air flow of 5000-cfm may offer the
same total effectiveness but one wheel may have a lower
static pressure of 0.28-inches w.g. This lower static pressure drop results in a higher RER for both the cooling and
heating seasons. Although both wheels have identical filters,
some wheels require higher efficiency filters to prevent the
wheels from plugging due to airstream particulates. This will
result in a higher static pressure loss and an even greater
RER difference between wheel types.
Generally, the annual savings when choosing a wheel that
delivers less static pressure could be up to $100 per 1000cfm. That sum can rise significantly to the $20 000 range,
for example, when considering a 200 000-cfm building ventilation system, depending on the geographic location, climate
and other variables.
It is not just efficiency, but both efficiency and static pressure combined that will provide the greatest return on investment (ROI).

FROSTING IS A MAJOR CHALLENGE
Since total enthalpy wheels adsorb moisture from the airstream, frost accumulation on a wheel may damage it. In addition, airflow may be blocked resulting in an increase in
static pressure and reduced efficiency. Furthermore, many
wheel models (both new and retrofit) have a higher sensible
than latent efficiency, which presents a higher dew point saturation temperature on the psychrometric chart and greater
frosting potential.
Aluminum wheels are designed to handle temperatures as
low as -26C (-15F) without frosting because exhausted water
vapours will be transferred back into the supply airstream.
This has two benefits: firstly, the exhaust air becomes drier
with a lower dew point saturation temperature; and
secondly, wintertime humidity for the space is reintroduced.
This minimizes the need for humidification from an
additional HVAC component, which can be expensive to
operate.
Solutions to frosting are wheel-speed modification, electric pre-heat, or a total bypassing of the energy recovery process by exhausting and using electric heat during extreme
low temperatures. The latter defeats the whole concept of
wintertime energy recovery.
Preheating can be an energy-efficient approach to avoid
wintertime frost formation when moisture conditions are
above 30 per cent relative humidity (RH) and temperature is
frequently below -26C (-15F). The total energy wheel can operate at full recovery on very cold days, thereby providing for
maximum humidification recovery. Reducing the wheel speed
to cut temperature recovery also reduces the latent recovery.
The required preheat temperature is determined by:
1. Locating the return air condition on a psychrometric chart;
2. Drawing a line tangent to the saturation curve;
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Figure 1 Determining frosting potential

3. C
 onnecting to the heating design outdoor air humidity
content;
4. Reading the dry bulb intercept value, as shown in Figure 1,
line RA-OA1 (return air-outdoor air); and
5. Preheating the outdoor air to the dry bulb intercept value,
as shown by Figure 1 line OA2-OA1.
Controlling wheel speed to avoid frost formation is a better
choice when: heating season humidification is not provided,
conditions are below 30 per cent RH during cold days and the
total number of hours below -26C (-15F) are infrequent.
The dew point control set point is determined by:
1. Locating the RA condition that exists when the winter outdoor air design condition is reached;
2. Plotting the RA point on the psychrometric chart and draw
a line between it and the winter design point;
3. Determining the higher dry bulb temperature at which this
line intercepts the saturation curve (exhaust air (EA), on
Figure 1);
4. Adding 1.1C (2F) to this temperature and this becomes
the control (winter) set point;
Besides frosting, condensation formation is also detrimental to IAQ because exhausted water-soluble contaminants
will be transferred onto the wheel’s media and re-introduced
to the space.
Today’s technological advancements in rotary wheel air-toair heat exchange offer vastly different options than 10 years
ago. Contractors and consulting engineers faced with wheel
replacement or a wheel OEM option in new unitary equipment can provide a better service to their building owner clients by considering RER, better frost prevention and reduced
maintenance when selecting a total enthalpy wheel. <>
Len Kobylus, who is currently the OEM sales manager at
Semco, has 28 years experience in HVAC/R with companies
such as Trane Co. and York International, as well as fan and
ERV companies. He can be reached at len.kobylus@flaktwoods.com.
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